
Unitehere5.org UnitehereHawaii 

MARCH FOR HEALTH & 

WORKER JUSTICE! 

Wednesday July 15th  

4:30 pm Sign Wave & Rally at Honolulu Clinic 

5:15 pm March to City Hall  

5:45 pm Rally at City Hall 

Bus Pick Up — See your committee to sign up 

 MOA   4:40 & 5:10 pm 

 WPO  5:10 pm 

 MAP  5:20 pm 

Wear Red Shirts. Return bus departs City Hall @ 6:20 pm 
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 KAISER THRIVES… 
why can’t WE? 

 

“ “”I cannot take 

back all the years I 

gave Kaiser, but I 

can fight today to 

secure my pension 

and pass it down to 

my kids.” Gracie 

Esperanza, Kaiser 
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While Kaiser thrives, it has left Hawaii’s workers & community deprived. 

Kaiser is now implementing their first, worst and final with NO BACKPAY! 

Hawaii was offered the lowest wage increase throughout the country. Kai-

ser refuses to move their pension take-away proposal off the table and put 

our patients health at risk by cutting care & increasing workload.  

 

Enough is enough. We are not second class. We need to stand up, be 

united and not divided. Join us as we take this message to the streets, to 

our elected leaders and our allies around the world.  

 

Kaiser is a non-profit healthcare organization but where does their money 

go? Kaiser profited 8.5 million dollars and spent $2.5 million in marketing 

each day, every day in 2014.  

 

We need to impact what Kaiser cares about -  its image, new young pa-

tients & profits.  
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